MIT community members address safety law

(Continued from page 1)

Richard Chamberlin and Professor Robert Albert of MIT and Gerald Parker of the state Department of Public Health (left to right) speak at Wednesday's MIT Student Pugwash forum concerning the Institute's exemption from the right-to-know law.

"They happen in labs with respected principal investigators," Parker said, emphasizing that many accidents happen through ignorance rather than carelessness. "It might not be with malicious intent, but things get overlooked... I think what is supposed to go on and what does go on are two different things."

"I'm surprised [to hear this] and I think Dr. Alberty is surprised," Parker said. "We're going to have to go back and examine our criteria and see if requiring training is a good thing if it doesn't get done."

"We have not mandated any [safety routine] style for any particular department. We find when things go on are two different things."

Another member of the audience asked if MIT would make the application public to the community. "That would be an administrative decision," she noted. "It's a case by case situation about the toxic chemicals he received information that the community will get the balance."

NANTUCKET SOUND

The Affordable Alpine. AM/FM receiver and locking fast-forward and reverse. Includes Kribel co-ax speakers with a lifetime guarantee...

The Most Popular Alpine. Includes digital AM/FM, preset auto-reverse and locking fast-forward and reverse. Includes Kribel Domino speakers with a lifetime guarantee $292

The European Alpine. For that to VVs. Features digital AM/FM, preset auto-reverse and locking fast-forward and reverse. Includes Genesis A/M/F speakers...

The Uncompromising System. The 7377 AM/FM-zero noise control, the 35 selection pre-amp graphic equalizer and the 355V 65 watt per channel power amp. Includes 600W RFI speakers $1475

Our Most Popular System with Our Most Popular Speakers. The 5000 system epitomizes the marriage of style and state-of-the-art technology. The amazing compact sound can, with simple accessories, provide music in any one or all of the rooms in your home with full remote-control capability. Small type J speakers...

15TH ANNIVERSARY

ELAN - Racing Skis

Model/Size Price
RC CH - 215/223 $209
RC SGS - 205/215 199
RC GS - 180/210 195
RC SL - 180-210 195

Prominence
670 - 175-203 175
650 - 160-203 175

Order & Info. at MIT call Jim Lin - 357-9082 Ext. 230 and leave message.
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